Activities Report
2016 - 2017

Paul LUU, Executive Secretary
2016: installation of the Governance

- After COP 21, with 160 signatures of the Paris Declaration of Intention – work on the Governance

- March-April in Meknès, proposition of first draft of a second Declaration of Intention to establish the Consortium of members of the Initiative

- September: nomination of an Executive Secretary to prepare the Marrakech meetings and opening to signature of the second Declaration of Intention

- 17th November – with 94 signatures of the « Marrakech » Declaration of Intention, organizations of the first meetings of the Forum, of the Consortium and Scientific and Technical Committee after nomination of its members.
2016: Governance after Marrakech meetings

THE FORUM OF PARTNERS
= A CONSULTATIVE BODY
Any organization sharing the principles and goals of the Initiative
Focuses, collaboration, partnerships

THE CONSORTIUM
= A DECISION-MAKING BODY
Any not-for-profit, non-commercial organization committing to the Initiative
Decisions on focuses, policy, work programmes, budget, indicators for inclusion in the project evaluation reference criteria, etc.

THE SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL COMMITTEE
= A SCIENTIFIC BODY
14 scientific experts
Focuses for the research programme, scientific and technical advice for projects, indicators for the reference criteria, database for the resource centre, etc.

The Executive Secretariat = AN EXECUTIVE BODY
providing support to the three bodies above

Action plan

Research program
Scientific & Technical Committee

- Dr. AMIRASLANI Farshad – Socio-eco natural resource management (Iran)
- Professor CHENU Claire – Soil scientist – soil organic matter (France)
- Dr. GARCIA CARDENAS Magali – Agroclimatology (Bolivia)
- Dr. KAONGA Martin – Agroforestry carbon biogeochemistry (Zambia)
- Dr. KOUTIKA Lydie-Stella – Soil scientist – soil organic matter (Rep of Congo)
- Dr. LADHA Jagdish – Soil fertility and plant nutrition (India)
- Dr. MADARI Beata – Soil scientist – C and N cycling (Brazil)
- Dr. RUMPEL Cornelia – Forester – terrestrial organic matter (Germany)
- Dr. SHIRATO Yasuhito – Agricultural and soil scientist (Japan)
- Professor SMITH Pete – Soils and global change (United Kingdom)
- Professor SOUDI Brahim – Agronomist – soil science (Morocco)
- Dr. SOUSSANA Jean-François – Plant physiologist (France)
- Dr. WHITEHEAD David – Crop physiologist – forestry (New Zealand)
- Dr. WOLLENBERG Lini – Natural resource management (USA)
Scientific & Technical Committee

Countries where STC members are coming from
Achievements since the launch at COP 21 (1)

• Organization of the **statutory meetings**

• **1st Meeting Forum** (Marrakech – 17th Nov. Morning 2016)
  More than 250 participants, numerous presentations on the two components of the Initiative: science and research, and policies and fields projects – 4 workshops.

• **1st Meeting Consortium** (Marrakech – 17th Nov. Afternoon 2016)
  200 participants. Opening with speeches from Ministers and Presidents and DGs of international organizations, Research & Education institutions, Farmers groups, NGOs, etc. Nomination of the STC members which held its first meeting, adoption of the 2017 roadmap and Budget, and Election of Dr. MAYAKI as Chairman and Mr. LE FOLL as Vice-Chair.

• **2nd Meeting Consortium** (Montpellier – 29th & 30th June 2017)
  100 participants. Signature of an agreement with CGIAR System Organization for the hosting of the Executive Secretariat, validation of proposal from STC on orientation of the IR&SCP and of the set of indicators for project evaluation. Presentation of the new web site and the collaborative platform.
Achievements since the launch at COP 21 (2)

- **Organization of the statutory meetings (2)**
  - **1st STC Meeting** (Marrakech – 17th November Afternoon), **2nd STC Meeting** (Rome – 24th & 25th March 2017) and **3rd STC Meeting** (Montpellier – 28th June 2017)
  
  From its installation, STC held 3 sessions, with two main issues on the agenda: **Guidelines for the International research and Scientific Cooperation Program** and **Set of indicators for project evaluation**.

- **Participation International meetings**
  

- **Relationship with other Initiatives & Partnerships**
  
  Morocco, GSP-FAO, Prince of Wales Charitable Foundation, Argentina, INTA, China, RITTMO, UNCCD COP 13, Chile, INIA
Achievements since the launch at COP 21 (3)

- **Work on the Web site & Collaborative Platform**

- From Sept. 2016 to Nov. 2017, work with a Consultant on the architecture of both realizations, elaboration of the specifications, Call for tenders, selection of the provider and monitoring of the realization.

- From March 2017 to Nov. 2017, work of the provider on the projects, collection of data, information, illustrations, editing of the content of the web site with an other consultant.

- From July to Nov. 2017, data formatting, translation and implementation of the web pages.
Achievements since the launch at COP 21 (4)

• **Work on the Communication strategy**
  From June to November 2017 with a consultant, elaboration of the Communication strategy and various Press releases and contacts

• **Administrative procedures**
  Agreement with ADECIA (2016 & 2017), MoU with CGIAR System Organization (from 1st June 2017), Agreement with Ird and INRA

• **Other**

Award by the World Future Council of the « Future Policy Award 2017 » Category « Vision »
How to become Partner and Member?

Paris - 2015
Declaration of Intention to support « 4 per 1000 » Initiative

Marrakech - 2016
Declaration of Intention for the formation of « 4 per 1000 » Initiative Consortium

Signing to become a PARTNER and participate to the FORUM

Signing to become a MEMBER and participate to the CONSORTIUM (not open to commercial or for-profit organizations)
Bonn 16th November 2017 – 3rd CONSORTIUM of MEMBERS

Some Partners & Members in 2017

Members
Partners
Partners & Members (Nov. 2017)

FORUM partners

281 signatories of the Paris Declaration

Including 39 countries and provinces, 11 international organizations, 10 foundations and development banks, 88 NGOs, 62 research bodies & Universities, 35 Farmers organizations and 36 enterprises

CONSORTIUM Members

Already 149 signatories of the Declaration of Intention n°2

Chair: Dr. Ibrahim MAYAKI (ES NEPAD)

Vice-Chair: Mr. Stephane LE FOLL (ex - Min. Agriculture – France)
Budget & Finance

- In **2016**: €87 spent on €100 available
- In Marrakech, **2017** annual budget of €836 adopted
  - In **2017**: €188 spent (up to 15th November) on €226 available (€13 from 2016 + €113 from French MAA + €100 from Ird)
- French Ministry of Agriculture (1 secondment) and Spanish Ministry of Agriculture (1 secondment from 1st September)
- In addition total contribution in kind: €75.6 from:
  Cirad (€23), CGIAR System Organization (€10.1), INRA (€6), Agreenium (€1.5), German Federal Ministry of Food and Agriculture (Estimation – €35), Region Occitanie (Office)
Bonn 16th November 2017 – 3rd CONSORTIUM of MEMBERS

Situation of the Executive Secretariat

Hosted by

Dr. Paul LUU
Executive Secretary

Polyvalent Assistant

Dr. Paloma MELGAJERO
Scientific Activities Supervisor
STC
Scientific aspects
Digital Resource Center
Link with IRSCP
Link with other scientific Partners and Initiatives
Etc.
Central & South America
Regional correspondant

Projects Management & Partnership Officer
Projects part of the Init. Collaborative Platform
Link with donors and other partners (project leaders)
Link with STC for projects evaluation
Etc.
Regional correspondant

Communication & Medias Officer
Internal communication
External communication
Website maintenance and development
Social networks
Relationship with press
Etc.
Regional correspondant